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Abstract
Machines used by crackers are the main security threats on the 
web. They launch various attacks to spread the malware and DDoS. 
The systems used by the crackers are called as compromised 
systems and are involved in the spamming activities, commonly 
known as spam zombies. In this paper, we discuss a system called 
SPOT which is used for spam zombie detection considering 
the outgoing messages of a network. SPOT is designed using 
Sequential Probability Ratio Test, which is a statistical tool based 
on false positive and false negative error rates.
In addition, we also compare the performance of SPOT with two 
other spam zombie detection algorithms based on the number and 
percentage of spam messages forwarded by internal machines, 
respectively, and show that SPOT outperforms these two detection 
algorithms.. 
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I. Introduction
The presence of compromised machines has been the main security 
problem on the internet. These machines are repeatedly used to 
launch security attacks like spamming and spreading malware, 
DDoS, and identity theft [1,10,14]. The volume and range of 
compromised machines leave the present security safety measures 
ineffective and makes it very hard to prevent attacks perpetuated 
by compromised machines.  Network administrators of all sizes try 
their level best to discover and repair the compromised machines 
identified in the network. The focus in this paper is mainly on 
identification of compromised machines that mainly does the work 
of sending spam zombies or spam messages.
Many compromised machines are widely involved in spamming 
activity, so controllers try to get as many compromised machines as 
they can [17,19,25]. Recent research studies are mainly focused on 
the aggregate global characteristics of spamming botnets (networks 
of compromised machines involved in spamming) such as the size 
of botnets and the spamming patterns of botnets, based on the 
sampled spam messages received at a large e-mail service provider 
[25-26].  However, the messages that are generated locally will 
not give the aggregate large-scale spam view required by these 
approaches. The online detection criteria cannot be provided by 
the above approaches in the considered environment. Sequential 
detection problem arises as a result of observing messages in 
sequential order. We design a spam zombie detection system, 
named SPOT in this paper by considering outgoing messages. 
Based on SPRT(Sequential Probability Ratio Test) developed by 
Wald in his seminal work [21], SPOT is desgined.
SPRT is a powerful statistical method that can be used to test 
between two hypotheses (in our case, a machine is compromised 
versus the machine is not compromised), as the events (in our case, 
outgoing messages) occur sequentially. As a simple and powerful 
statistical method, SPRT has a number of desirable features. It 
minimizes the expected number of observations required to reach 
a decision among all the sequential and non sequential statistical 

tests with no greater error rates. This means that the SPOT detection 
system can identify a compromised machine quickly. Moreover, 
both the false positive and false negative probabilities of SPRT 
can be bounded by user-defined thresholds. Consequently, users 
of the SPOT system can select the desired thresholds to control 
the false positive and false negative rates of the system.
This paper, describes a new method called SPOT detection system 
which assist system administrators to identifying the compromised 
machines in their networks. We also compare the performance 
of SPOT with other methods and concluded that SPOT is more 
efficient than the existing one.

II. Sequential Probability Ratio Test
The SPRT is an application of hypothesis testing in which a random 
process is observed sequentially, and at each observation a log 
likelihood ratio is compared to two thresholds that are determined 
by the  prescribed error rates. If a threshold is reached or crossed, 
a decision regarding the null or alternative hypotheses is reached 
(alarm or “all-clear”) [1,2]. In this framework the decision time is 
a random variable and depends on the true count rate λ . A crucial 
difference between this sequential approach and the SIT is that the 
latter is inconclusive when an alarm is not raised, whereas with the 
SPRT one can continue observing until the test concludes either  
H0  or  H1 .  Relationships for the average time to make a decision 
under H0 and H1  using the SPRT algorithm are derived below.
Within each time interval of length ∆T the sensor count is modeled 
as a Poisson random variable, where the average background and 
background plus signal counts per time interval. Let Xn be the 
total sensor count at step n with unknown count rate λ and let 
that xi represent the sensor count within the ith interval, so that  

  let Zi is the log likelihood ratio then

Where fi is the probability density of xi under Hj.
To ease exposition and practical computation, we compute the 
logarithm of the probability ratio instead of the probability ratio 
in the description of SPRT. For any positive integer n = 1; 2; ..., 
define

This we call it as Bernoulli’s experiment.

III. SPOT Detection Algorithm
SPOT is designed based on the statistical tool SPRT we discussed 
in the last section. In the context of detecting spam zombies in 
SPOT, we consider H1 as a detection and H0 as a normality. 
That is, H1 is true if the concerned machine is compromised, 
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and H0 is true if it is not compromised. In addition, we let X0 = 
1 if the ith message from the concerned machine in the network 
is a spam, and X1 = 0 otherwise. Recall that SPRT requires four 
configurable parameters from users, namely, the desired false 
positive probability α , the desired false negative probability β, 
the probability that a message is a spam when H0 is true, and 
the probability that a message is a spam when H1 is true (θ). We 
discuss how users configure the values of the four parameters 
after we present the SPOT algorithm. Based on the user-specified 
values of α and β, the values of the two boundaries A and B 
of SPRT are computed using (5). In the following, we describe 
the SPOT detection algorithm. Algorithm 1 outlines the steps of 
the algorithm. When an outgoing message arrives at the SPOT 
detection system, the sending machine’s IP address is recorded, 
and the message is classified as either spam or non spam by the 
(content-based) spam filter. For each observed IP address, 
SPOT maintains the logarithm value of the corresponding 
probability ratio, whose value is updated according to (3) as 
message n arrives from the IP address (lines 6 to 12 in Algorithm 
1). Based on the relation between ˄ , A and B the algorithm 
determines if the corresponding machine is compromised, normal, 
or a decision cannot be reached and additional observations are 
needed (lines 13 to 21).

Add into the list of potentially compromised machines that 
system administrators can go after to clean. The message-sending 
behavior of the machine is also recorded should further analysis 
be required. Before the machine is cleaned and removed from the 
list, the SPOT detection system does not need to further monitor 
the message sending behavior of the machine.

A. Parameter Selection in SPOT Algorithm
SPOT requires four user-defined parameters: α  , β, γ in the 
following, we discuss how a user of the SPOT algorithm configures 
these parameters, and how these parameters may affect the 
performance of SPOT. As discussed in the previous section, α 
and β are the desired false positive and false negative rates. They 
are normally small values in the range from 0.01 to 0.05, which 
users of SPOT can easily specify independent of the behaviors of 
the compromised and normal machines in the network. 

In general, a smaller value of α and β will require a larger number 
of observations for SPOT to reach a detection. Ideally, θ1 and  θ2 
should indicate the true probability of a message being spam from a 
compromised machine and a normal machine, respectively, which 
are hard to obtain. A practical way to assign values to θ0 and θ1 
is to use the detection rate and the false positive rate of the spam 
filter deployed together with the spam zombie detection system, 
respectively. Given that all the widely used spam filters have a 
high detection rate and low false positive rate [20].

B. Bayes Spam Filter Technique
To detect if a message is a spam or non-spam, we are using Naïve 
Bayesian spam filter.
Naïve Bayesian method is used for the learning process. Analyze 
a mail to calculate its probability of being a Spam using individual 
characteristic of words in the mail. 
Firstly we train the spam filter with regular mails and spam mails. 
Read the mail content that is passing to spam filter. Keep the track 
of all words of mail content. Split the string into tokens.
I count the number of times each token (ignoring case, currently) 
occurs in each corpus. At this stage I end up with two large hash tables, 
one for each corpus, mapping tokens to number of occurrences. 
Next I create a third hash table, this time mapping each token to 
the probability that an email containing it is a spam.
Where word is the token whose probability we’re calculating, 
good and bad are the hash tables I created in the first step, and 
ngood and nbad are the number of nonspam and spam messages 
respectively.
I only consider words that occur more than five times in total  And 
then there is the question of what probability to assign to words 
that occur in one corpus but not the other. Again by trial and error 
I chose .01 and .99. There may be room for tuning here, but as 
the corpus grows such tuning will happen automatically anyway. 
The especially observant will notice that while I consider each 
corpus to be a single long stream of text for purposes of counting 
occurrences, I use the number of emails in each, rather than their 
combined length, as the divisor in calculating spam probabilities. 
This adds another slight bias to protect against false positives. 
 
When new mail arrives, it is scanned into tokens, and the most 
interesting fifteen tokens, where interesting is measured by how 
far their spam probability is from a neutral .5, are used to calculate 
the probability that the mail is spam. If probs is a list of the fifteen 
individual probabilities, you calculate the combined probability

For each word in the mail, Calculate the following:• 
S(w)=(number of Spam emails containing the word)/(total  
number of Spam emails)
H(w)=(number of Ham emails containing the word)/(total  
number of Ham emails)
P(w)=S(w)/(S(w)+H(w))

P(w) can be interpreted as the probability that a randomly • 
chosen email containing the word w is Spam. 

C. Performance Evaluation
We present two different algorithms in detecting spam zombies, one 
based on the number of spam messages and another the percentage 
of spam messages sent from an internal machine, respectively. We 
refer to them as the Count-Threshold (CT) detection algorithm 
and the Percentage-Threshold (PT) detection algorithm.
A user-defined threshold parameter Cs specifies the maximum 
number of spam message that may be originated from a normal 
machine in any time window. The system monitors the number 
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of spam messages n originated from a machine in each window. 
If n > Cs, then the algorithm declares that the machine has been 
compromised.
Let N and n denote the total messages and spam messages originated 
from a machine m within a time window, respectively, then PT 
declares machine m as being compromised if N>=Ca and n /N > 
P, where Ca is the minimum number of messages that a machine 
must send, and P is the user-defined maximum spam percentage 
of a normal machine.

D. Experimental Results

Fig. 2: Spot Detection

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SPOT based on 
the collected FSU e-mails. In all the studies, we set α = 0.01 , β = 
0.01 , θ1 = 0.9 ,θ0= 0.2. There are  440 FSU internal IP addresses 
observed in the e-mail trace. SPOT identifies 132 of them to be 
associated with compromised machines. In order to understand 
the performance of SPOT in terms of the false positive and false 
negative rates, we rely on a number of ways to verify if a machine 
is indeed compromised. First, we check if any message sent from 
an IP address carries a known virus/ worm attachment. If this is 
the case, we say we have a confirmation. 

Fig. 3: Spot IP Capture

Finally, scores are also affected by an aging factor as follows: 

Fig. 4: Overhead Reduction Msg

From a practical point of view, scores sent by the same  IPS to 
the same downstream IPS are combined in one message to reduce 
the overhead. 

IV. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper developed an effective spam zombie detection system 
named SPOT by monitoring outgoing messages in a network.. 
SPOT has bounded false positive and false negative error rates. 
It also minimizes the number of required observations to detect 
a spam zombie 
Not only filtering spams detecting DDOS Attacks also important 
in network for this we propose a technique called FireCol is 
composed of intrusion prevention systems (IPSs) located at the 
Internet service providers (ISPs) level. The IPSs form virtual 
protection rings around the hosts to defend and collaborate by 
exchanging selected traffic information. 
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